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Brief History

New Phytologist publishes different types of review articles. They are Tansley reviews,
Tansley insights, Research reviews & Minireviews.The Tansley review series in New
Phytologist was initiated in 1985 to provide a service to the international community of
plant scientists. Minireviews were published between 2009 and 2015 in association with
the Tansley Medal competition.

Scope and Coverage

New Phytologist Review Articles covers Botany, also called plant science(s), plant
biology. The review articles are presented as four types of articles. Such as Tansley
reviews, Tansley insights, Research reviews & Minireviews. All these reviews are
highly valuable for researcher and as well as students in the field of Botany. There are
851 reviews till date.

Kind of Information
All the four types review holds important reviews related to Phytology. These reviews
give the visitors up-dated information in the field of botany & that helps them to
understand recent developments in Phytology.

After selecting a particular article from the journal, visitors can see the title, cover
picture, authors, authors and affiliations, citation, review article, DOI number etc. All
the review comes with various information containing in content. Such as….
“Flare Observations”
information like…

This review article comes with some categories of

Abstract
I. Introduction
II. The discovery of the copper microRNAs
III. Conservation and diversity of Cu-microRNAs and their targets
IV. The expression and regulation of the Cu-microRNAs
V. Towards biological functions of Cu-microRNAs
VI. Integrating local Cu homeostasis and development in plants
VII. Functions of Cu-microRNAs in biotic interactions
VIII. Conclusions
Supporting information, references & related content is given in the last portion of each
review article.

Special Features
 Reviews can be searched by selecting any type from the list provided below.

 Text size of a paricular review can be controlled. Even, reviews can be shared through social
media (Mendeley, ResearchGate, Diigo).

Arrangement Pattern

All the reviews are arranged volume wise & then issue wise chronologically. Under
each issue articles are arranged content-wise.

Remarks

New Phytologist Review Articles has become a valuable tool for the scientific
community and one of the first places a researcher looks for information about current
work in Phytology.

Comparable Tools

 Annual Reviews ( http://www.annualreviews.org/ )
 Nature Reviews ( http://www.nature.com/reviews/index.html)
 Journal of Scientific Review ( http://www.srbmag.org/index.php/srbmag)
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